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Already a classic, this book is the brash, unbridled and politically incorrect account of a Marine

fighter pilot's actions during Operation DESERT STORM. Impetuosity aside, Stout's account reads

real and has stood up to challenges from within and outside the Marine Corps.Ã‚Â In this, his first

book,Ã‚Â Stout provides plenty of action and accurately describes tactics and combat actions that

were typical for the short, sharp war that drove Saddam from Kuwait. At the same time he paints a

self-effacing picture of his own performance, a factor that makes this work that much more credible

and readable. A "must read" for anyone interested in air combat.
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Review"Written in the brusque langauage of youth, this wartime memoir is the first in-depth look at

the F/A-18 Hornet at war...it should be read by everyone with an interest in Naval Aviation in the

Gulf war."  --Naval Aviation News"Jay Stout's book should be indispensable to all students of

military aviation.Ã‚Â  As an informal self-portrait of a fighter pilot at war, it is vivid, truthful and often

very funny.Ã‚Â  I can recommend it without reservation."  --CombatsimReview""The book examines

the high-tech nature of modern fighter aircraft, but it's also infused with the cockiness and ribald

humor of a young pilot."  --The Indianapolis Star"A no-holds-barred viewpoint of some "sacred"

topics, like women in the military, leadership and military tactics intertwined with tales of

homesickness...and discussions of aviation maneuvers over Iraq."  --The Corridor News

A good, honest, and detailed view into the world of a Marine pilot during the Gulf War. Definitely not



a Hollywood take on what it takes to go to war, but the thoughts and experiences of a person in the

middle of it. Not a Clancy techno-thriller, but loaded with technical information for those of us who

can only imagine what it would be like to be strapped in the seat of multimillion dollar high tech jet.

Good insight into how the different branches of the service cooperate, and sometimes don't

cooperate, in their different roles. Doesn't pull the punches when bureaucrats muddy up everything,

whether on the military or political side. In an era when the politicians have made the military a

social experiment and a plaything to push their agendas, this was probably the last looks at a time

before it was neutered as the fighting force it is supposed to be to protect us from our enemies.

A very down to earth accountant of Marine aviation in the Gulf war. A no holds barred view of the

strategy and tactics of the Gulf air war with a first hand perspective not afraid to say it like it was.

well written and informative. I usually don't hold out much hope that free books are going to be

worth what I paid, but this book was well written and gave a first person view of a war I watched on

tv. I recommend anyone who cars about our vets and service men read it and find out how things

really work "over there", I am sure the same crap is still happening even now to those who are

fighting in the name of our country.

It is an awesome book written based on the perspective of a marine pilot with honesty. There are

many books authored in the view of navy aviators or air force pilots. The book has a little bit different

and unique view point on the war. Also, he described tactics he used on war. Recommend it for the

guys who are interested in the military aviation.

Thoughly enjoyed this book an his account of the 1st gulf war , very interesting points about the f18

too, highly recommend to other readers I hope his next book is as good as this

A good read about the airwar in Iraq. Not as exciting as Vietnam or the other wars, but it keeps your

interest. Author keeps you turning the pages.DWS

Very good writing. The author flew the missions. Outstanding read!

The author berates himself for a poor work but I found it quite good. He patiently explained a

multitude of acronyms (and the military breeds those!). Yet he doesn't get overly technical. I say



good job! If you like history, particularly military history, you'll enjoy this one
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